Maintenance, Warranties and Leasing
Asset Manager provides a one-stop shop for managing your ICT equipment’s maintenance, warranty
and lease arrangements. By linking this information directly to each asset recorded in the database,
the system can automatically track your renewal dates, and issue notifications warnings that
warranties are expiring or maintenance agreements need renewing.
From a business manager’s perspective, the reporting system can be used to generate bespoke
reports, providing a flexible method of tracking ongoing costs over individual assets’ lifetimes.
To make life slightly easier, the system will automatically query HP and DELL warranty websites,
checking against the asset’s recorded serial number and updating the databases warranty
information automatically for you. However, it should be noted that these websites cannot always
resolve and return warranty details based on the serial number and product codes provided, in
which case you will need to enter the details manually.
Warranty, maintenance, and lease agreements will normally cover a fixed period. Whilst it is
probably preferable to have all critical components covered by some sort of service agreement, it
can be difficult to manage and maintain them as there tends to be lots of paperwork, and the
agreements tend to expire on different dates. There is probably nothing worse than discovering that
a critical system failure is not covered because the maintenance agreement expired a couple of
months ago, and the renewal letter is still buried in your in-tray!
Asset manager can help to simplify things by being able to manage your warrant and maintenance
agreements, keeping you informed and aware of your equipment’s status. You can program the
system to send you notifications about impending warranty and maintenance agreement expiry, so
you are kept informed and aware of the situation on a day-to-day basis.
Also, comprehensive template reports are available that summarise the status of these agreements,
and these can be scheduled to run at various times during the year, providing you with a completely
up-to-date list of what is and isn’t covered.
Finally, because warranties and maintenance agreements can tied to a list of supplier details, you
are always a mouse-click away from being able to pull up the telephone numbers and email
addresses needed to report an issue.

Automatic standard Warranty lookup
The system will attempt to automatically look up standard warranty details for HP and Dell-based
equipment. It does this by checking the serial number and product codes against a vendor’s
automated website, and it will automatically populate the warranty details for you. The CSE system
will attempt this transaction whenever a new asset is introduced into the database. This facility
covers both auto-discovered assets, those that have been add manually, or added via CSV import.
However be aware that these services have limitations, as the vendors’ systems are not perfect, and
sometimes the search returns no details.

Adding Warranty, Maintenance or Lease details to assets
Select the required asset from the database and click the Maintenance, Warranty & Leases button in
the tool bar.
Click on the Add item toolbar button.
Select the agreement type, warranty\maintenance
or lease.
Add the specific details of the service selected, and
make sure that you enter the start and end dates
correctly.
Since you may need to look up details quickly,
make sure that you also enter details in both the
deliverable and service level boxes. This allows you
to lookup details of your warranty/maintenance
agreements without having to resort to finding the paper work.
The vendor is the company you purchase the service from and the support supplier is who is
responsible for delivering the service. This is particularly important if the agreement includes on-site
elements.

It should be noted that by clicking the small icon to the right, appropriate contact details like phone
numbers and email addresses can be brought up immediately. Make sure you record anything that is

likely to expedite the process, as it’s likely that you will only use these facilities when there is some
sort of crisis. Therefore, recording all relevant details can be a real time-saver, as the information
you need will always be just a couple of clicks away.

Notifications
The notifications system contains a standard rule that will
automatically send an email to nominated individuals
whenever a warranty is due to expire.
The notification system is extensible, and you can create
your own custom notifications that can alert to different
trigger events.
This generic notification trigger also handles maintenance
and lease agreements .

Reports
The reporting system has a standard template that allows you to create and generate management
reports detailing the status of your warranty, maintenance, or lease agreements.

The template allows you to customise the scope of
the report to be generated. Like all reports, you can
also schedule it to run at set dates and times. The
results are then sent to recipients contained within
a mailing list automatically.

This report, for instance, displays the warranty status of all of your server assets. Note that the
report shown documents that some of your server warranties have already expired.

Meanwhile, this sample report details the status of your current software maintenance agreements.

